Reception

Term 2

Week 3 - w.b 18.1.21

Monday Recorded
Quick Sounds Roar
Speed read the Reception
Grapheme Flashcards one
by one.

Tuesday Recorded
Look at the Sleeping
Beauty Powerpoint/ebook

Wednesday Recorded
Quick ee words Roar
Read the ee word flashcards
– put cards that need a recap
to one side.

Introduce ee grapheme
Green Froggy makes the
long ee sound.
Look at examples in the
story mat at the end of
the Sleeping Beauty
PowerPoint/ebook.

Reading
PowerPoint/eBook – Read
together pausing at ‘ee’
words for children to sound
out with support.

Character Actions
Read sentences in speech
bubbles.

Tricky ee Flashcards
Children make their own
flashcards with the words.
You could use a green felt
tip pen or crayon to write
the ‘ee’ sound.
- keep weep teeth feet
sweet deep sleep seen
been green free tree see
meet wheel

ee Word Wheel Game –
make the game by using a
paper fastener to clip on a
card pointer.
Play with a partner using
the ee pointers 1 and 2.
Children take turns to spin
the spinner and tick the ee
word that it lands on off
their list. The winner is the
first person to have ticked
all the ee words on their
list. If you can’t make this
wheel you could write the
words on pieces of card and
turn over one at a time to
tick off your list.

Look at these words
throughout the week
segmenting and blending
to read.

ee

Thursday
Quick CVCC/CCVC/CCVCC
Words Roar
Blend sounds to read the
flashcards – put cards that
need a recap to one side.
Reading
PowerPoint/eBook
Sleeping Beauty

Friday
Recap Roar
Read through any grapheme,
CVCC, CCVC or HFW flashcard
which the class found tricky.

Play Education City ‘Meet
the Sheep’, blending words
to complete the sentence
and listen carefully for the
‘ee’ sound in words.

HFW Game – Roll the Die
Write the words from when out
will go and see onto a large die or
use our template.
Children roll the die and make the
word that the die lands on out of
magnetic letters. If magnetic
letters are not available then
children can write the word using
felt tips or use the sheet to cut up
letters and remake words.
Repeat to create several words.

Model Sentence Writing
‘She will have good teeth and
feet.’
‘We will keep her from harm.’
See Chilli challenge

Mild- to write initial sound in
‘ee’ words using phoneme
frame to match picture.
Spicy – Write ‘ee’ words in
blank phoneme frame to
match picture.
Hot - Adult reads sentence
for ch to write using phonics.
Use uploaded templates to
write one or more ee
sentences.
We will keep her from harm.
She will have good teeth and feet.
She will sleep well and burp when
she needs to.
She will prick her finger on a
spinning wheel.
They fell into a deep sleep.

HFW Art
from when out will
Explain that silent letters make no
sound. Brown Owl makes the ow
sound in out. Use a variety of
media to create HFW flashcards
for a wall display.

Can you now use these words to
write a sentence?

